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Going off the grid
What makes Bali so perfect for a digital detox?
We kick off 2019 by ﬁnding out
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ӣ萶૱ SAN FRANCISCO

An at-a-glance look at
San Francisco’s top places to eat,
visit and rest your head
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Lodge at the
Presidio
This recently restored
historic boutique
hotel is located in the
Presidio national park
area, a stone’s throw
from Golden Gate
Bridge. The rooms
come with a view of
the forest, the city or
the bridge.
Lodge at the
Presidio
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105 Montgomery St;
presidiolodging.com

Eat 聅ꥊ
Che Fico
Located in a lofty
second-storey
warehouse, Che Fico
boasts elevated,
seasonal Italian plates
with a subtle nod to
Jewish classics. The
recent addition to
Divisadero’s lineup of
restaurants also
makes all its salami
in-house.
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Drink 蟸މ

Art will exhibit work by
over 60 artists and
groups analysing
China’s role in global
society. “Art and China
after 1989: Theatre of
the World” creates an
art-historical
framework for
performances,
photographs,
paintings and other
forms of media.

Anina
In food-heavy Hayes
Valley, Anina offers
island-inspired punch
bowls on the dogfriendly patio, and
refreshing spritzes
against its tropical
décor. This cocktail
bar’s airy, teal-toned
space is the perfect
place to hole up on a
foggy day.
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Anina

151 3rd St;
sfmoma.org
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838 Divisadero St;
cheﬁco.com
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Culture 麁
San Francisco
Museum of
Modern Art
Through 24 Feb, the
San Francisco
Museum of Modern

Shopping 搳ᇔ
Rare Device
With a curated
selection of stationery,
ceramics and other
playful gifts by mostly
local designers and
artisans, this
neighbourhood shop
also includes art
shows and book
signings, along with

other community
events.
Rare Device
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